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By installing any Umlaut Audio product you accept the following product license agreement:

1. LICENSE GRANT

The license for this product is granted only to a single user.  You may use this product on up to two (2) 
separate computers, which computers shall be owned and used by you exclusively.  If you need more, special 
arrangements may be made on a case-by-case basis.  All sounds and samples in this product are licensed, 
but not sold, to you by Umlaut Audio for commercial and non-commercial use in music, sound-effect, 
audio/video post-production, performance, broadcast or similar finished content-creation and production use.  
Umlaut Audio allows you to use any of the sounds and samples in the library/libraries you’ve 
purchased for commercial recordings without paying any additional license fees or providing source 
attribution to Umlaut Audio.

This license is nontransferable and expressly forbids resale or lease of the product. This license also 
expressly forbids any inclusion of content contained within this library, or any other Umlaut Audio 
library, into any other virtual instrument or library of any kind, without our express written consent. 
This license forbids any re-distribution method of this product, or its sounds, through any means, 
including but not limited to, re-sampling, mixing, processing, isolating, or embedding into software 
or hardware of any kind, for the purpose of re-recording or reproduction as part of any free or 
commercial library of musical and/or sound effect samples and/or articulations, or any form of 
musical sample or sound effect sample playback system or device or on a stand alone basis.

2. RIGHTS POLICY

The product, including accompanying documentation, is protected by copyright laws and international 
copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties.  
Umlaut Audio retains full copyright privileges and complete ownership of all recorded sounds, 
instrument programming, documentation and musical performances included in this product.  Any 
rights not specifically granted herein are reserved by Umlaut Audio. Any unauthorized use, distribution 
or reproduction of the product shall not be permitted, shall constitute a violation of law, and shall 
entitle Umlaut Audio to, in addition to any other remedy at law or equity, injunctive relief.
It is unlawful to deliberately circumvent, alter or delete technological measures of protection and 
information provided by Umlaut Audio which identifies the products, its owner and the terms and 
conditions for its use. Please note that you agree to take all reasonable steps to protect this product 
from unauthorized copying or use.

3. LIMITED WARRANTY/LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, Umlaut Audio DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
WARRANTIES OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, TITLE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT, WITH REGARD TO 
THE PRODUCT. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, NEITHER Umlaut Audio, ITS 
SUPPLIERS, DEALERS, DISTRIBUTORS, NOR THE AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES OF THE FOREGOING 
WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES 
OF ANY SORT, (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION OR LOSS OF DATA ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE PRODUCT) WHETHER OR 
NOT SAME HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, OR OF ANY CLAIM BY 
ANY OTHER PARTY.

4. TERM

This licensing agreement is effective from the moment the product is installed by any means.  
The license will remain in full effect until termination.  The license is terminated if you break any of the 
terms or conditions of this agreement.  Upon termination you agree to destroy all copies and contents 
of the product at your own expense.  In the event of termination, the following sections of this license 
will survive: 2, 4 and 5.

5. GENERAL TERMS

(a) This license shall be governed by California law applicable to contracts fully negotiated, executed 
and performed therein. Only the California courts (state and federal) shall have jurisdiction over 
controversies regarding this license; any proceeding involving such a controversy shall be brought 
in those courts, in Los Angeles County, and not elsewhere.  In the event of any claim arising from 
the breach or alleged breach of the terms of this license, the prevailing party shall be entitled to 
reasonable attorneys’ fees and court costs.

(b) You agree that this license contains the complete agreement between the parties hereto, and 
supersedes all other communication, relating to the subject matter of the license.

(c) You acknowledge that you have read this license and understand it and agree to be bound by its 
terms and conditions.

END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT [EULA]
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1. WELCOME TO uBEAT

Thank you for purchasing Umlaut Audio uBEAT 
 
uBEAT is a new approach to drum loop libraries for Kontakt. 
It combines a traditional MIDI file library with an 8-pad beatbox 
instrument that is fun to jam with and has an intuitive workflow. 

With uBEAT you can easily load MIDI loops along with their 
associated kits and get them into your productions. The same loops 
and kits can be instantly transformed by swapping kits and individual 
sounds within the kits to create endless variations of loops.  

MIDI files can be drag-and-dropped in your sequencer, enabling you 
to modify them and truly make them your own. With a total of 30 
exquisitely crafted kits and 90 MIDI files, uBEAT offers a world of 
beats in a neat package that can be a handy addition to your arsenal 
of beat creation tools.

 
 
 
In this manual, we have used the uBEAT Hip-Hop instrument’s 
graphic user interface as an example for all illustrations and 
screenshots. The other variations of uBEAT - Elektro and Hybrid also 
share the same layout, features and workflow. 

Document Convention Symbols 

   Warning/Caution/Note
   

Tips/Extra-info 

Document Authored by: 
Faheemul Hasan, Mario Krušelj 
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2. INSTALLATION GUIDE

IMPORTANT - If you do not own Kontakt, you can download the free Kontakt Player using the link below.

Download free Kontakt 5 Player

There are two main steps to getting started with uBEAT:

1. Installation is handled by Continuata’s Connect, our high speed 
library downloader. Connect will download, unpack, and organize all 
of uBEAT’s files in a location of your choice.

2. Activation is handled by Native Instruments through Kontakt and 
Service Center. Once uBEAT is added as a library in Kontakt, you 
will use the same provided download/serial code to activate the 
instrument.

Installation Instructions

Your purchase confirmation email contains a download link for
the Connect downloader and a serial code. Once you have
installed Connect, enter your serial code and click ‘Download’. 

You will then be prompted to choose where the ‘uBEAT’ folder will be 
installed on your machine. 

IMPORTANT - Make sure that you have at least 1 GB of space in the 
location that you choose to install uBEAT.

http://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-5-player/free-download/
http://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-5-player/free-download/
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File structure:  
 
Once the download begins, be sure not to move, rename, access, or modify 
any of the files in any way until the installation is 100% complete. If you 
tamper with any of these files before the installation is complete, uBEAT 
will not install properly for you.

Once uBEAT has finished downloading, Connect will unpack the .zip 
and .rar archive files automatically and install them in a single folder 
called ‘uBEAT.’ This ‘uBEAT’ folder contains six subfolders called 
Additional Files, Documentation, Instruments, MIDI Files, Samples,   
and Snapshots, as well as ‘uBEAT .nicnt’ file.

It’s very important that the file structure is maintained within the ‘uBEAT’ 
folder. Here’s how the folder should appear:
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Adding uBEAT to your Kontakt library:  
 

• In order to add your copy of uBEAT to the Kontakt library, you will 
need to click on the ‘Add Library’ button in the Libraries tab

   (highlighted in the screenshot).

• Then you will need to locate and select the ‘uBEAT’ folder on your 
computer.
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• Once the library has been added, you will need to click on the   
 ‘Activate’ button (highlighted alongside). 

• When prompted, enter your serial number, which is the same code 
used to download the library from Continuata.       
You will find this in your email purchase confirmation.  
 
Please paste this link here to activate the product with    
Native Instruments.  

You are now ready to dive into uBEAT.
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3. GETTING STARTED

3.1. Navigation
Three main pages are accessible via the top menu.  
Help view is available by clicking on the gearwheel button. 

uBEAT’s interface consists of three main views along with a 
built-in help view as a handy reference. 
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3.2. Loading presets, kits and loops

Snapshots: 

uBEAT uses Kontakt’s snapshot system to store and recall presets.
A snapshot within Kontakt saves the current state of all the 
parameters within the instrument, including kit configuration, 
FX chain routing and FX parameter settings.  

All of the factory kits and additional presets are saved as snapshots. 
(.nksn files).

uBEAT comes pre-loaded with a set of 30 factory kit snapshots and 
15 sound designer kit snapshots. In order to load a preset kit with 
all of its FX settings, as we intended it to be, please load it from the 
snapshot menu. 

While tweaking a preset, if you wish to save your settings, you can
do so by saving your current settings as a snapshot. This snapshot 
will be stored in Kontakt’s User Content folder on your computer.
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Kit presets:

uBEAT can also save kit presets, which are combinations of different 
samples along with their parameters (visible in the top left of the 
main page). Kit presets can be handy for exploring combinations 
between different kits that are using the same FX chains. 

These are stored as .nka files. 

All of the factory kits are located in the Kits dropdown menu, and can 
also be switched by using the previous/next kit buttons.

FX chain presets: 

Effect parameters of any FX chain can be saved and later recalled 
in a different FX chain slot. Order of effects within the chain is also 
saved - this is equivalent to saving and recalling channel strip settings 
on a hardware mixer. 

These are also stored as .nka files.

Kit presets are helpful for using one set of sounds 
with a different snapshot/FX.

FX chain presets are helpful for assigning multiple chains 
with similar FX within and across instruments and presets. 
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3.3. Help view

In order to reference key points about the instrument in a convenient 
manner, we have included a handy help view, accessible from the 
Settings menu (gearwheel button).  

There are multiple pages in the help view, each concerning a certain 
aspect of the instrument design or workflow. 

Think of it is a mini-manual while you are getting to know uBEAT, 
or if you haven’t used uBEAT in a while and want to quickly skim 
through its workflow and important features. 

To exit help view, simply click on any of the navigation tabs 
(Main, Mixer or Effects) to go to that section of the user interface 
directly, or select Help again from the Settings menu.

This view contains the most essential information you need 
to get started with uBEAT and can be a quick reference if you 
need to clarify something within the instrument. 
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4. MAIN VIEW

4.1. File browser

The file browser allows you to load and preview both factory and 
user MIDI files.

The display shows the name of the currently loaded MIDI file 
(without “.mid” extension) and the 4-way arrow symbol allows you
to drag and drop the MIDI file to the DAW for further editing.

Factory MIDI files are available in two sorting orders: as all in one 
folder, or organized by kits. User folder is the place for your own 
MIDI files. This folder is located in the “MIDI Files” subfolder of the 
uBEAT library root folder.

Play button previews the currently loaded MIDI file. 

Previous/next buttons allow you to navigate 
between MIDI files in the currently opened folder. 

  Your MIDI files should be exactly 8 bars long - in case of   
  longer MIDI files, uBEAT will crop the MIDI file to first 8 bars,  
  and in case of shorter MIDI files, there will be some “dead air”  
  before the loop repeats itself (how much of “dead air” 
  depends on how short the MIDI file is).
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4.2. Pad section

The bottom half of this uBEAT view is occupied by the pad section, 
which consists of 8 pads. 

This is the most important area of the instrument and where the 
sound selection happens. Sounds are mapped chromatically between 
C3 and G3 on the keyboard. 

Use the help mode file
Soundsource name: Samples are sorted in categories (kicks, claps, snares, etc.), so to load one, you first need to select a category, then 
choose one of available sounds within this category using the previous/next (< >) buttons. There are also handy Solo and Mute buttons for 
each pad so you can isolate the sound you wish to hear/tweak.

Reverse: Enabling this button will reverse 
the sample.

Previous/Next soundsource

RR (Round-Robin):  Plays back one of six 
variations of the soundsource at random 
on each new key press.

Color picker: Each pad can be color coded 
to better organize your sounds visually.
Click the palette button on upper left hand 
side of the pad to reveal a dropdown menu 
with a selection of 16 available colors. 
Factory kits have a default color scheme. 

Choke groups are used to group mutually 
exclusive sounds.

Solo Mute
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4.3. Sample controls

When you click on one of the pads, there is a white ring around the 
pad indicating that the pad is selected for editing. Parameters of the 
soundsource loaded in this pad can then be tweaked with the Sample 
controls section that occupies the upper left of the Main view in uBEAT. 

  All these parameters are “macro controls”, and should not be  
  automated.

Each soundsource has 8 parameters that can be tweaked: 
Volume, Pan, Tune, Attack, Hold, Decay, Sample Startpoint and 
Velocity Sensitivity.

   Volume, Pan and Tune parameters are also available in the   
  Mixer view, and should be automated from there, if necessary. 
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Sample control Function

Volume Adjusts the volume of the selected pad/soundsource. 
Ranges from -infinity to +12.0 dB

Pan Adjusts the stereo placement of the selected pad/soundsource.

Tune Adjusts the tuning of the selected pad/soundsource. 
Ranges from -36 to +36 semitones.

Attack, Hold, Decay

These control the amplifier envelope. When all three of these parameters are set to 0, 
the envelope is in “oneshot” mode, which means that the entire sample will playback 

from start to end without any envelope applied to it. 

As soon as even one of these controls is tweaked to a value other than 0, it goes into
regular envelope mode and controls the Attack, Hold, and Decay time of the 

amplifier envelope respectively.

Startpoint Adjusts the sample playback starting point of the selected pad/soundsource.

Velocity Sensitivity Adjusts the velocity sensitivity of the selected pad/soundsource.

    All controls will be restored to their
  original value by pressing [ Ctrl/Cmd + click ] 

Once all soundsources are selected and tweaked, a set of 8 sounds can then be saved 
as a kit. This is done via the Kits dropdown menu. The same menu can also be used to 
recall one of 30 factory kits and a single user kit (if it had been loaded using the 
Load Kit Preset entry in the menu).
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AHD envelope:

AHD envelope is the best choice of envelope for drum sounds within 
Kontakt, given the fact that when all values are set to 0, the envelope is 
inactive and the samples play through their full length. 

This envelope is only defined by three phases, as shown in the figure : 
Attack, Hold and Decay. 

When all AHD envelope values are set to 0, the sample is in one-shot 
mode, meaning that the sample will play from start to end without an 
envelope applied. If any one of these knobs is tweaked, the envelope 
immediately becomes active. 

  
  If your sound suddenly disappears when you tweak the 
  decay control for example, make sure to adjust all three knobs   
  appropriately for best results. 
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Parameter display:

The parameter display can be turned on/off by clicking on the 
highlighted button. This will display the value of the parameter being 
currently edited.

  It is advisable to have this turned off when tweaking multiple  
  controls at the same time via host/MIDI automation.

MIDI select:

This feature can be enabled by turning on the MIDI select button 
on the GUI. This is useful if you want to tweak the samples while 
designing kits. 

MIDI select is also available in the FX chains page and is very 
useful to have turned on while editing the FX chains for each sound. 
The selected chain will depend on the MIDI note input, even when 
multiple pads have been assigned to the same FX chain.

Pad preview: 

This button can be enabled when you wish to preview sounds 
assigned to pads via mouseclick. This is useful if you don’t have a 
MIDI controller connected to the computer. 

  While playing back a loop, or using the step sequencer,    
     it is advisable to have this feature off, as this can result in   
  wildly jumping values on the knobs as the different pads    
  are triggered by the MIDI clip.
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5. MIXER VIEW

5.1. Channel strip controls

The Mixer view allows for easy visualization of the relative volumes, 
panning and tuning of all loaded soundsources. 

Many of the controls are duplicated from the main page in order 
to allow a more traditional mixer layout for tweaking the drum 
kits during the mixdown stage, once the main patterns have been 
arranged in your DAW.

Pad number

Soundsource

Solo/Mute

Tune knob

Pan knob

Volume slider

Routing assignment
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5.2. Routing

The Mixer view also includes an important addition: choosing the 
output for each pad, which includes routing it through the FX chains. 

At the bottom of each channel strip, you will notice a dropdown 
menu with a list of all possible outputs. 

By default these outputs are assigned to the respective FX chain 
(pad 1 > chain 1, pad 2 > chain 2, and so on). 

Soundsources can also be routed to a variety of places from here. 

These include: 

• Global FX
• Any of the 8 FX chains. 
• Outputs to the DAW (or audio interface, in standalone Kontakt)

Outputs to the DAW can be either mono or stereo, and are listed as 
st.1 , st.2 ... or mono 1, mono 2.. etc, by default. Actual output names 
will depend on how they’re defined in Kontakt’s Output panel.
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5.3. Routing out of Kontakt

This setup offers the ultimate flexibility in terms of routing. 
For instance, if you wish to route any soundsource out of Kontakt into 
an individual DAW track for custom processing with 3rd party effects, 
you can select any output listed in this menu, provided that it was 
first defined in Kontakt’s Output panel. 

For more information on defining audio outputs in Kontakt, please 
consult Kontakt’s manual.
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6. EFFECTS VIEW

6.1. FX chains

The Effects view provides control over all of the FX chains that 
uBEAT contains. There are 8 individual chains of effects, along
with a global effects chain, and send effects consisting of two 
delays and two reverbs (also separately adjustable). 

FX chains within uBEAT are akin to channel strips on a mixer. 
However, they are not fixed or attached to one mixer channel, 
and thus, multiple sounds can be routed to the same FX chain. 

All FX chains are identical in functionality, including the global FX chain.

There are 7 effects available per chain.

Each of these effects can be turned on or off independently, and their 
position within the FX chain is adjustable by clicking on the swap 
button. The swapping feature allows you to create your own custom 
effects processing chain. 

FX chains can be further extended by sending their output straight to 
your DAW for further processing. This way you can make best use of 
both uBEAT’s internal FX as well your own favorite FX plugins.
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By clicking the round effect selector buttons, parameters for that 
particular effect will be shown below it. The number of parameters 
displayed varies depending on the effect selected.

The specific order of effects and 
parameter values of each effect in chain 
can be saved to a .nka file and recalled 
later into a different FX chain. This allows 
the user to create template FX chains that 
can be reused and tweaked as necessary.

This handy preview shows which sounds are routed through 
the currently selected FX chain. Useful when multiple pads 
are sent to the same FX chain. When MIDI select is enabled, 
FX chains will also follow the MIDI input if a particular pad 
is routed through one of the FX chains (in case of using 
Kontakt’s plugin outputs, nothing will change, naturally).

FX chain output can be configured here. By default, 
every FX chain is routed through to the global FX 
chain. This can be changed so that the FX chain 
bypasses global FX entirely, or goes straight to one 
of Kontakt’s outputs for further processing and 
mixing (as defined in Kontakt’s Output panel).

Each FX chain also has its dedicated send amounts to delays and reverbs. 
These values are not saved within the FX chain preset.
This is helpful when you need to send differing amounts per soundsource. 
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Effects: 
 
These are the effects that are available in each of the FX chains. 
Individual effect parameters are appropriately labeled and are 
self-explanatory.

For a full description of what each effect parameter does, 
please refer to Kontakt’s manual.
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6.2. Sends

The Sends tab within the Effects view allows the user to edit 
parameters for delay and reverb effects that are available as sends. 
All FX chains have their own parameters for adjusting send levels to 
these effects. 

The Return knobs under the Sends tab are used to control the 
output volume of each send effect.

uBEAT has two delays and two reverbs that can be used globally. 
They are identical in their features and can be edited independently.  
 
Delay effect offers standard controls, and can be turned into a 
ping-pong delay by increasing the Spread amount.

Convolution reverb effect offers a huge variety of of impulses to use, 
from halls, rooms, plates, and springs, to more experimental ones.
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7. HOST & MIDI AUTOMATION

There are a few limitations to which parameters can be automated, 
which is a direct consequence of the way uBEAT was designed and 
implemented. Some of these are due to Kontakt’s inherent limitations, 
while others were omitted for ease of use.

Image key :
 
   x     -  Not automatable
      -  Automatable
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Parameters below cannot be automated.
-----------------------------------------------------

Sample Controls: 
• These knobs are for on-the-fly tweaking of individual pads only,   

and must not be used to record automation within the DAW.  

• Recording automation of these controls is possible as they can 
be mapped to MIDI, but it is not advisable to save and playback 
this automation, as you will encounter unexpected results while 
selecting a different pad to be displayed.  

   
• Three of these controls, however, are duplicated for each pad and  

are available through the Mixer page: Volume, Pan and Tune.

FX chain 1-8 parameters: 
• This includes all the buttons and parameters of all individual effects      

(excluding Send amounts which are automatable).

Parameters below can be automated.
-------------------------------------------------

All Mixer controls : 
• Volume, Pan and Tune can only be automated via the Mixer view, but 

not via Sample Controls section in Main view, as mentioned previously. 
   Values of these controls will, however, reflect on Sample Controls,        
   depending on currently selected pad. 

All Global FX parameters : 
• The Global FX chain has been made completely automatable. This    

 includes the effect on/off toggles and all individual effect parameters. 

All Send amounts :
• This includes all Send knobs to delays and reverbs, both in FX chains 1-8 

and in Global FX chain. 

All Send effeccts parameters : 
• Delays and reverbs can be automated as desired.

Editing and automating reverb parameters in real time may create audible clicks and audio dropouts, since 
convolution reverb needs to recalculate the impulses every time some of the parameters are changed. 
Be mindful when changing these parameters: Size, Lowpass, Highpass, Type (which loads a new IR sample).
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8. CONTROLLER MAPPING GUIDE

uBEAT instruments have been designed to work well with a number 
of commonly used MIDI controller devices. Our focus has been on 
ease of use, and having a minimal, fun to play instrument. A lot of 
the features and tweaks are perfectly suited to a live performance 
scenario, but it can be used just as well in the studio. 

If you have 8 pads and 8 knobs available on your controller, that’s 
all you need to start playing around with uBEAT and tweaking its 
controls.

A lot of commonly available pad controllers and devices like Ableton’s 
Push and NI Maschine have a minimum of 8 pads, and offer up to 
64 pads. Based on your workflow requirements and preferences, 
you can set up your controller to have the most hands-on experience 
while using uBEAT. 

There are two kinds of NKIs that come with uBEAT :  

“uBEAT Hip-Hop.nki” is the one that contains MIDI CC mappings  
that we used to illustrate the possibilities of controlling uBEAT   
with a MIDI controller.

“uBEAT Hip-Hop Unassigned.nki” does not have any MIDI CC 
mappings. Use this version if you want to set up your own mappings. 
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8.1. Native Kontrol Standard (NKS) 

There are a total of 11 controller pages that will show on Maschine 
controllers and S-series keyboards. These conform to the Native 
Kontrol Standard and allow dynamic display of instrument parameter 
controls. 

 
 
These pages have been designed keeping in mind the most useful 
controls while tweaking the kits and playing them back live. 
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These are the pages that are available: 

1.      Sample controls

2.      Global sends and returns

3.      Delay parameters

4.      Reverb parzameters

5.      Global FX 

6.      Transient Master / Filter

7.      EQ

8.      Bus Compressor 

9.      Lo-Fi 

10.   Distortion 

11.   Tape Saturator

Keyboard layout [ in keyboard mode ]

16 pad layout [ in Maschine mode ]

Pad selectors

Pad selectors Drum Pads

Drum pads
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8.2 Extended features for Maschine  

If you own a Maschine controller, uBEAT can be a handy tool to jam 
with, and add to your set of drum tools on Maschine. 

The Maschine Studio controller serves as an useful controller for 
the uBEAT instrument, by utilising both native NKS plugin mode and 
MIDI CC controller mode. 

In order to have the best integration, you will need to import the 
Maschine controller template for your version of Maschine (supplied) 
and import them via NI’s Controller Editor.  
 
For more info on how to do this, please refer to the Controller Editor 
manual. With Controller Editor, you can also edit these mappings to 
suit your preferences.  
 
As part of standard NKS functionality, uBEAT can be loaded on a pad 
within a group and used as you would use any other plugin, you will 
have access to all parameter pages. You will however need to be in 
Keyboard mode for that pad to access all sounds.

   Make sure to load ‘uBEAT Hip-Hop.nki’ and that    
   Maschine Mode is turned on in the Settings menu.

In MIDI mode [ Shift + MIDI ], you will be able to tweak a lot of other 
controls that are in the GUI, as well as tweak your kits and effects in 
a more intuitive way.  
 
There are two levels at which you can play the uBEAT instrument 
within Maschine:

• As a sound within a Group in Maschine:

The bottom 8 pads correspond to 8 pads in uBEAT, while the top 8 
pads correspond to pad selector keyswitches. 

• With MIDI controller template in MIDI mode: 

In order to use uBEAT in MIDI mode, make sure that the instrument’s 
pad in Maschine is selected/active, and press [ Shift+MIDI ] on 
Maschine Studio. This will take you to MIDI Controller mode, in which 
Maschine controller’s pads and knobs are sending MIDI CC messages 
to the DAW.
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8.3 Maschine in MIDI Mode: Overview

While in MIDI mode, there are 
multiple pad pages, knob pages and 
buttons available for you to tweak. 
 
However, these controls do not  
offer feedback, as is usually possible 
in native Maschine mode.    
These mappings are still useful once 
this limitation is known.
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Pad pages

Transport section Global sends/returns Reverb selectors
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Knob pages : 

There are four knob pages available, and these have been created to 
allow easy tweaking of delay and reverb send levels for FX chains 1-8. 

Knob pages 1 and  2: Delay 1 and Delay 2 sends for all 8 FX chains
Knob pages 3 and 4: Reverb 1 and Reverb 2 sends for all 8 FX chains

Before creating your own MIDI template for your controller,  
please make sure to edit and update the MIDI CC mappings 
in Kontakt accordingly or you will have strange results due to 
mismatch in the MIDI CC sent out via your controller and those 
used in the Maschine template (uBEAT Hip-Hop.nki).

While using the default routing setup within the Mixer view of the 
instrument interface, each sound has its own dedicated FX chain, 
hence its own send amounts. These pages correspond exactly to 
the layout and order of the pads. 

If however, you change the routing, you will need to keep that in 
mind, as then these pages will not correspond to the routing.

8.4 Other MIDI controllers

Unfortunately, we cannot provide a template for every controller out 
there, but hopefully, the Maschine template we have created can 
illustrate what is possible to do with other controllers.  

Depending on the number of knobs, faders and buttons you have 
at your disposal, many of these mappings can be replicated on your 
controller. 
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10. LINKS

We, at Umlaut Audio team, hope that you have fun and enjoy using 
uBEAT to create your own beats and grooves to incorporate them in 
your musical productions.  
 
We would love to hear music that you have made with it, and all your 
thoughts and suggestions about your experience with uBEAT. 

If you’d like to write to us, or get in touch regarding any problems you 
are facing with uBEAT, or any of our other products, please email us 
at support@umlautaudio.com 

That brings us to the end of this manual. If you’ve reached till here, 
you are probably on your way to becoming a uBEAT pro,
so congratulations!

You can also find more products from us, video tutorials, and receive 
the latest updates from us by signing up for our newsletter.  
 
You will find all of these using the links to the right.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 - Umlaut Audio team

Umlaut Audio on the web   
 
Website - Shop : shop.umlautaudio.com
Website - App   : app.umlautaudio.com 
Youtube            : youtube.com/c/Umlautaudio 
Soundcloud      : soundcloud.com/umlautaudio 
Facebook         : facebook.com/umlautaudio 
Twitter              : twitter.com/umlautaudio 
Instagram         : instagram.com/umlautaudio 

mailto:support@umlautaudio.com
http://shop.umlautaudio.com
http://app.umlautaudio.com
http://youtube.com/c/Umlautaudio
http://soundcloud.com/umlautaudio
http://facebook.com/umlautaudio
http://twitter.com/umlautaudio
http://instagram.com/umlautaudio
http://twitter.com/umlautaudio 
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